T'au Sept Outrider Detachment

HQ
Commander in XV85 Enforcer Battlesuit: Advanced Targetting System, 3x Cyclic Ion Blaster
.2x Shield Drones
Darkstrider

Troops
Strike Team: 5x Fire Warriors
.2x Shield Drones

Fast Attack
Pathfinder Team: 5x Pathfinders
.2x Shield Drones
.1x Recon Drone
.1x Grav-Inhibitor Drone
.1x Pulse Accelerator Drone

Pathfinder Team: 5x Pathfinders
.2x Shield Drones
.1x Recon Drone
.1x Grav-Inhibitor Drone
.1x Pulse Accelerator Drone

Tactical Drones: 6x Shield Drones
Tactical Drones: 6x Shield Drones
Tactical Drones: 5x Shield Drones

T'au Sept Vanguard Detachment

HQ
Commander in XV85 Enforcer Battlesuit: Advance Targeting System, 3x Cyclic Ion Blaster
.2x Shield Drones

Elites
XV104 Riptide Battlesuit: 2x Smart Missile System, Advanced Targeting System, Heavy Burst Cannon, Velocity Tracker
XV104 Riptide Battlesuit: 2x Smart Missile System, Advanced Targeting System, Heavy Burst Cannon, Velocity Tracker
XV104 Riptide Battlesuit: 2x Smart Missile System, Advanced Targeting System, Heavy Burst Cannon, Velocity Tracker

T'au Sept Supreme Command Detachment

HQ
Cadre Fireblade
.2x Shield Drones
Cadre Fireblade
.2x Shield Drones
Cadre Fireblade
.2x Shield Drones

Commander in XV85 Enforcer Battlesuit: Advanced Targeting System, 3x Cyclic Ion Blaster
.2x Shield Drones
Ethereal
.2x Shield Drones